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Keep this manual together with the product in safe place.

10GBASE Adapter (SFP+/2ch)
User's Guide

Preface
Thank you for purchasing our N8104-7149 10GBASE Adapter (2ch).

This manual is a guidance to install and use N8104-7149 10GBASE Adapter (2ch) (hereafter referred to as 
"this product") properly and safely. Read this manual before handling this product. If you have any problem 
when using this product, use this manual for your help. Keep this manual at hand for quick reference at any 
time necessary.

For the server on which this product is to be mounted, refer to the User's Guide provided with the server.

Be sure to read "Notes on Use" and "Handling Precautions" before handling this product.

Read this manual carefully before using the unit. Keep this manual nearby as a handy reference and refer to 
the "CAUTION" and "WARNING" statements whenever necessary.



Trademarks

Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation.

Broadcom NetXtreme II is registered trademarks or trademarks of Qlogic Corporation in the United States and other 
countries.

Microsoft, Windows,and Windows Server are registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and other countries.

PCI Express is a trademark of Peripheral Component Interconnect Special Interest Group.

Any other trademarks or trade names mentioned are the property of their respective owners.

Notes:

(1) No part of this manual may be reproduced in any form without the prior written permission of NEC Corporation.

(2) This manual might be revised without any announcement in the near future.

(3) The contents of this manual shall not be copied or altered without the prior written permission of NEC Corporation.

(4) All efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of all information in this manual. If you notice any part unclear, 
incorrect, or omitted in this manual, contact the service representative where you purchased this product.

(5) NEC assumes no liability arising from the use of this product, nor any liability for incidental or consequential 
damages arising from the use of this manual regardless of Item (4).



Keep this User's Guide at hand for quick reference at anytime necessary.
Be sure to read "Notes on Use" and "Handling Precautions".

Notes on Use - Be sure to read -

The following includes information necessary for proper and safe operation of this product. Refer to
“Names and Features of Component” for the name used in the User's Guide.

Safety Indications

In this User's Guide, "WARNING" or "CAUTION" is used to indicate a degree of danger. These terms 
are defined as follows:

Indicates the presence of a hazard that may result in death or serious personal injury 
if the instruction is ignored.
Indicates the presence of a hazard that may cause minor personal injury, including 
burns, or property damage if the instruction is ignored.

Precautions and notices against hazards are presented with one of the following three symbols. The 
individual symbols are defined as follows:

Attention
This symbol indicates the presence of a hazard if 
the instruction is ignored. 
An image in the symbol illustrates the hazard type. 

Prohibited 
Action

This symbol indicates prohibited actions. An 
image in the symbol illustrates a particular 
prohibited action.

Mandatory 
Action

This symbol indicates mandatory actions. 
An image in the symbol illustrates a mandatory 
action to avoid a particular hazard.

WARNING

CAUTION

(Electric shock risk) 

(Example) 

(Do not disassemble) 

(Example)

(Example)

(Disconnect a plug) 



Attentions

Indicates a general notice or warning that cannot be specifically identified.

Indicates the presence of a hot surface or component. Touching this surface could 
result in bodily injury.

Indicates that improper use may cause an electric shock.

Indicates that improper use may cause fumes or fire.

Prohibited Actions

Indicates a general prohibited action that cannot be specifically identified.

Do not disassemble, repair, or modify the product. Otherwise, an electric shock or fire 
may be caused.

Do not touch the product with wet hand. Otherwise, an electric shock may be caused.

Mandatory Action

Indicates a mandatory action that cannot be specifically identified. Make sure to follow 
the instruction.

Unplug the power cord of the product. Otherwise, an electric shock or fire may be 
caused.



Safety Notes

This section provides notes on using the product safely. Read this section carefully to ensure proper 
and safe use of the product. For symbols, see (Safety Indications).

Do not use the product for services where critical high availability may directly affect human lives
or high reliability is required.

This product is not intended to be used for control facilities or devices concerning human lives, including 
medical devices, nuclear facilities and devices, aeronautics and space devices, transportation facilities 
and devices; and facilities and devices requiring high reliability. We assume no liability for any accident 
resulting in personal injury, death, or property damage if the product has been used in the above 
conditions.

Do not disassemble, repair, or alter the product.

Never attempt to disassemble, repair, or alter the product on any occasion other than described in this 
document. Failure to follow this instruction may cause an electric shock or fire as well as malfunctions of 
the product.

Disconnect the power plug before working with the product.

Make sure to power off the product and disconnect the power plug from a power outlet before 
installing/removing this product. Touching any internal component or cable/connector with its power cord 
connected to a power source may cause an electric shock or a fire due to short-circuit, even if the product 
is off-powered.
Also make sure that your hands are not wet when installing/removing the product. Failure to follow this 
instruction may cause an electric shock as well as malfunctions of the product.

Do not use the product if any smoke, odor, or noise is present.

If smoke, odor, or noise is present, immediately turn off the product and disconnect the power plug from 
the outlet, then contact the store where you purchased the product or your maintenance service company. 
Using the product in such conditions may cause a fire.

Do not hold the cable harness when disconnecting it.

When disconnecting a power cable from the server, hold the cable connector and tab, pull it straight out. 
Pulling the cable out by the cable portion or giving mechanical stress to the connector could damage the 
cable and connector to result in an electric shock hazard or a fire.

WARNING

CAUTION



Pay attention to hot surface

Immediately after the server is powered off, its internal components such as hard disk drives are very hot. 
Leave the server until its internal components fully cool down before installing/removing any component.

Insert the board firmly.

Connect the board into PCI slot securely. Loose connection may cause fumes or fire.

Insert the power plug or cable into the outlet as far as it goes.

Heat generation resulting from a halfway inserted power plug (imperfect contact) may cause a fire. Heat 
will also be generated if condensation is formed on dusty blades of the halfway inserted plug, increasing 
the possibility of fire.

Do not hold the power plug with a wet hand.

Do not disconnect/connect the plug while your hands are wet. Failure to follow this warning may cause an 
electric shock.

Do not use any unauthorized interface cable.

Use only the interface cable specified for the product. Make sure the connector type and connect with 
correct destination. Improper cable connection could cause electric shock or fire due to short-circuit.
Also, observe the following precautions when handling or connecting the interface cable.
Do not use the damaged cable.
Do not step on the cable.
Do not place any object on the cable.
Do not alter, modify, or repair the cable.

Do not use the product in an environment where corrosive gas is present.

Do not install the product in a place subject to corrosive gases including sodium chloride, sulfur dioxide, 
hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen dioxide, chlorine, ammonia, or ozone. Do not install the product in an 
environment that contains dust, chemicals that accelerate corrosion such as NaCl or sulfur, or conductive 
materials. Failure to follow this warning may cause the wiring on the printed circuit board to short-circuit, 
leading to fire. If you have any questions, contact your maintenance service company.

CAUTION



Handling Precautions (for proper operations)

Be sure to observe the following precautions for the proper operation of the product. Ignoring the 
precautions may cause property damage (data and other device). 

This product is an electronic component sensitive to static electricity. Before handling this product, 
touch the metal frame part of the server to discharge static electricity from your body. Do not touch the 
terminal and electronic components with your bare hand, or place the product directly on the desk.

Be sure to turn off the cell phone or PHS near the product. Electric waves from such devices can cause 
product to malfunction.

Do not drop the product. Doing so may cause malfunction and failure.

Read carefully the description in this Guide to handle the product properly.

If you feel difficult to install this product in PCI slot of the server, remove it once, then install it again. 
Applying excess force may damage the board.

Route the cable so that it does not bend too sharply. At the maintenance work, disconnect the cable 
before removing the server from rack.



Regulatory notices

FCC Statement
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, 
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 
against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This 
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in 
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 
Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case 
the user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.

Industry Canada Class A Emission Compliance Statement/
Avis de conformité à la réglementation d'Industrie Canada:
CAN ICES-3(A)/NMB-3(A)

CE Statement
This is a Class A product. In domestic environment this product may cause radio interference in which 
case the user may be required to take adequate measures (EN55022).

Disposing of your used product
In the European Union
EU-wide legislation as implemented in each Member State requires that used electrical and 
electronic products carrying the mark (left) must be disposed of separately from normal 
household waste. This includes workstation or electrical accessories. When you dispose of 
such products, please follow the guidance of your local authority or ask the shop where you 
purchased the product, or if applicable, follow applicable legislation or agreement you may 
have. The mark on electrical and electronic products only applies to the current European 
Union Member States

Outside the European Union
If you wish to dispose of used electrical and electronic products outside the European Union, 
please contact your local authority and ask for the correct method of disposal.



About This Guide

This manual is a guidance to install and use N8104-7149 10GBASE Adapter (SFP+/2ch) properly and 
safely. Read carefully before using this product, and keep this manual at hand for quick reference at 
any time necessary. When relocating the product, make sure to relocate this guide along with the 
product.

This manual is intended for the user who has the sufficient knowledge on operating system such 
Windows, handling of general I/O device such as keyboard and mouse.

Notations used in the text

In addition to safety-related symbols urging caution, 3 other types of notations are used in this document. These 
notations have the following meanings.

Important Indicates critical items that must be followed when handling this product.

Note Indicates items that must be confirmed when handling this product.

Tips Indicates information that is helpful to keep in mind when using this product.



In the Package

The carton contains various accessories, as well as the product itself. See "2. In the Package" to make
sure that you have everything and that individual components are not damaged. If you find any
component missing or damaged, contact your sales representative.

Transfer to Third Party

Make sure to provide all accessories including this manual along with the product to a third party.
For software, transferor must not retain any backup copies. In addition, be sure to uninstall it before 
transfer.

Service Life

The service life of this product is five years from the date of production. Consult with your sales agent or 
service representative for details.

Transportation

To transport this product, remove the product from the server, and pack the product and all accessories 
in a carton box. 

Storage of Data

Data might be lost due to incorrect operation, device failure, or others. Regularly make backup copy of 
data stored in hard disk drive.

Disposal

Dispose of this product in accordance with all national laws and regulations.
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1.About This Product

1-1. Characteristics of This Product
N8104-7149 10GBASE Adapter (SFP+/2ch) is a controller board dedicated to NX7700x series product. This 
PCI card has two ports of SFP interface, and N8104-7129 SFP+ module(10G-SR) or a DA(Direct Attach)
cable can be connected.

Supports PCI EXPRESS 2.0 (x8 lane).

This product can be installed in PCI slot of full-height type by replacing the bracket.

Important Use only the server authorized by NEC. 

Ask your service representative for the available server.

SFP slot
These slot connects SFP+ module or DA cable.
Supports N8104-7129 SFP+ module(10G-SR) (Separate sale).

Note Please refer to instructions guide for a handling person of N8104-7129
SFP+ Module.

SFP slot
(PORT2)

SFP slot
(PORT1)

Bracket

PCI Express connector



2.In the Package

The carton box contains the following components. If you find missing or damaged component, contact 
your sales representative.

Name Q'ty Remarks
10GBASE Adapter (SFP+/2ch) 1 Equipped with low profile PCI bracket
Full-height PCI bracket 1
Document 1 This guide
Warranty 1 Only use in Japan.



3.Names and Features of Component

(1) PCI Express connector
Connect with PCI slot in the server.

Tips This product has PCI Express connector of x8 type.

(2) Bracket
Used to secure the product to additional slot in the server.

Tips To install this product in a PCI slot of ull-height type, you need to use the 
provided ull-height bracket.

(3) LEDs (port 1/2)
Indicates status of 10G LAN interface.
Two types of LEDs (ACT, LINK) are provided on each port (port 1/2). See the table below for LED 
indication.

LED COLOR Indicate pattern
Link Green On 10G Link

Yellow On 1G Link
OFF Off Not Link

ACT Green On(Blinking) Communicating
OFF Off

Important If a failure was detected, make sure the followings:

Check if this product is firmly inserted.

Check if Lan device is properly connected.

Tips When an LED is indistinct, please change and check the seen angle.

(4) SFP connector (port 1/2)
These slot connects SFP+ module or DA cable.

Bracket

SFP slot
(PORT2)

SFP slot
(PORT1)

Link
Act

PCI Express connector

Link
Act



4.Setup 

4-1. Selecting and Mounting Bracket

This product is shipped with low-profile bracket mounted. If this product is installed in the PCI slot of 
full-height type, you need to replace the bracket with full-height one.

1. Two screws at which a bracket is held are removed.

2. Bracket is exchanged.

3. Bracket is fixed by a screw.

Tips When exchanging Bracket, please remove SFP+ Module and DA cable.

Important Keep the removed bracket for future use.

Screw 2p



4-2. Installing the Product

Follow the steps below to install this product to the server.

Disconnect the power plug before working with the product.

Before installing this product in the server, disconnect the power plug from a power outlet. In addition, do 
not connect or disconnect the power plug while your hands are wet. Failure to follow this instruction may 
cause an electric shock as well as malfunctions of the product.
Refer to the User's Guide of the server for details.
When disconnecting a power cord, hold the plug, and pull it out. Pulling the power cord out by the cord 
portion could damage the coating to result in an electric leak or an electric shock.

Pay attention to hot surface

Immediately after the server is powered off, its internal components are very hot. Leave the server until its 
internal components fully cool down before installing/removing any component.

Connect the product firmly.

Connect the product with PCI slot securely. Loose connection may cause fumes or fire.

. After making sure that the server is off-powered (POWER LED is unlit), pull the power plug out 
from power outlet.

Important If the server is powered on (POWER LED is lit), shutdown the operating 
system, and turn off the server.

. Remove the cover and other components from server in accordance with the User's Guide of 
the server.

. Install this product in PCI slot in accordance with the User's Guide of the server.

Important Before a product is installed in Server, please remove SFP+ Module 
and DA cable.

Note The location of PCI slots depends on the server, and how to install/remove 
the PCI Express card also differs depending on the server. Be sure to read 
the User's Guide of the server before starting work.

If you feel difficult to install this product in PCI slot of the server, remove it 
once, then install it again. Applying excess force may damage the card.

. Mount the cover and other components you have removed in Step 2, according to the User's 
Guide of the server.

WARNING

CAUTION



4-3. Installation SFP+ Module

. Install SFP+ Module to SFP slot.

Important When Connecting SFP+ module, Do not flip the lever downward.

Listen for an audible clicking sound when the SFP+ module is 
inserted into the SFP slot

4-4. Connecting the Network Cable

. Remove the dust cover from SFP+ module.

Important Keep the removed Dust Cover.

. Connecting the Network Cable.

Important Depending on a server (especially rack mountable type), a latch may break at the time 
of cable attachment and detachment.

In that case, please press down a cable latch portion not to get stuck in the edge of 
the server chassis, and push in firmly until heard clicking sound and a cable are 
fixed. Please use a driver etc., when you are hard to press down a latch.



4-5. Removal
A procedure until it removes a board from a server is shown. For this procedure, removal of a cable and 
the removal procedure of a SFP+ module are described. When you remove individually, please carry 
out a procedure until it removes the candidate for removal.
In addition, it is not necessary to turn the power of the server OFF, when a cable or SFP module is 
removed.

. Remove the Cables.
Pull the cable with pressing down the latch 
of the cable

Important Please use a driver etc., when you are hard to press down a latch.

. Remove the SFP+ module.
1. Flip down the Lever of the SFP+ module
2. Remove the module from the slot toward 
to the arrow.

Important Attach the dust cover to the SFP+ module. The cover has been kept.

. Remove the adapter from the server.
Turn the power off after shutdown process on the OS. Then, unplug the power cord of the 
server.
For detail information, See the User’s guide of the server.



5.Installing the Driver Software

(1) Driver Installation for Windows

Windows Server 2012 R2
If you already applied the Windows Server 2012 R2 Support Kit or StarterPack, When you start the 
operating system after installing this product, LAN driver will be installed automatically by the 
plug-and-play feature of the operating system.
Apply these, please install the LAN driver if StarterPack or support kit has not yet been applied.

Windows Server 2012
If you already applied StarterPack, When you start the operating system after installing this product, 
LAN driver will be installed automatically by the plug-and-play feature of the operating system.
If StarterPack is not applied, please apply the StarterPack.

(2) Driver Installation for Linux or other OS

Refer to the installation guide for your operating system.

Important Install the card to the Server before install the LAN driver.
To change the LAN driver settings, sign-in to the system from a local 
console using an administrator/root account. Operations using Remote 
Desktop feature or other remote control tools are not supported.



6.Trouble Shooting

6-1. Unable to Start the System

Check the adapter installation
Make sure the adapter is mounted proper slot
Check the slot is conformed to mount the adapter. Refer to the User’s Guide of the server.
If the adapter in not seat proper slot, Seat the adapter to proper slot.
Make sure the adapter is connected to PCI-Express® slot firmly
Check the adapter is connected firmly. If it is not so , Re-install the adapter
Check the screw (or clip) on the server for bracket fixing is not loose
Make sure equipment’s on the Server has no failures.
Make sure that the PCI-Express® slot does not broke, or foreign substance has not
entered. If it is so, Please contact to reseller, sales agents or service representative
Verify that your server is using the Latest BIOS
Check the version of the system BIOS.
If the version is not proper, Update the system BIOS to latest version.

 
Check the adapter

Make sure the adapter is not broken
Check the component on the adapter.
If it has broken, please contact to reseller, sales agents or service representative.
Make sure the adapter has not entered foreign substance
Check the component on the adapter.
If it has foreign substance, Please contact to reseller, sales agents or service representative.
Make sure a foreign substance has adhered to the connector of a board.
Check the PCI-Express® connector on the adapter.
If a foreign substance has adhered to the PCI-Express® connector, wipe off with soft cloth etc.



6-2. Unable to Connect the Network

Check the cable
Make sure the cable latch has locked
Check the latch of the cable.If it is not locked, Re-connect the cable.
If the latch is broken, replace the cable.
Make sure the cable has not bent
Check the cable routing.If the cable has bent tightly or has any damage, replace the cable.
Make sure the cable has compliance with the standards
Check whether it conforms to the cable specification which can connect this product. 
If it is not so, Replace to a proper cable.
See also “7. Appendix Network Cables”
Make sure a tip of the cable is not dusty or not broken.
Check a tip of the cable.If it has broken, replace the cable.
If it is dirty or any dust sticks, Remove the dust or clean a cable of the cable.

 
Check the SFP+ module (as optical interface)

Make sure the SFP+ module is N8104-7129
Check the SFP+ module.
If it is not used N8104-7129 SFP+ module (10G-SR), it cannot support.
Make sure the SFP+ module is inserted firmly.
Check the SFP+ module insertion.
A SFP+ module is inserted in a slot, without taking down a lever.
When connecting the module, insert the module until you hear a click sound.
Check the cable contact of the SFP+ module.
If it is any dust sticks, remove the dust or clean the cable contact.

 
Important Please work after removing SFP+ from a slot..

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Do not look directly into the laser 
beam
The N8104-7129 SFP+ module (10G-SR) is classified as a Class 1 Laser Product.
A class 1 laser will not be harmful to the human body. However, do not look directly into
the LAN port during operation. Keep any vacant LC connector covered with a dust cover
when you do not use it or you transport it.

 
Ne pas regarder directement dans le faisceau 
laser
Le N8104-7129 SFP+ module (10G-SR) est classé comme un produit de classe 1. Un laser de 
classe 1 ne sera pas nuisible pour le corps humain. Cependant, ne regardez pas directement
dans le port LAN pendant l'opération. Gardez tout LC vacants connecteur recouvert d'une
housse de protection lorsque vous ne l'utilisez pas ou vous le transportez.

Check the link partner (switch, hub, etc.)
Check a setting or configuration on the ink partner.
Make sure the link partner setting is correct.
If the setting is mis-configured, correct the setting.
If the partner’s port is disabled, enable it.

 
If the problem persists even after you checked the above items, something may be 
wrong with this adapter.
Please contact to reseller, sales agents or service representative.



7. Appendix

General Specification
 

 
Interface

internal PCI-Express® 2.0 compliant
external SFP slot

 
Data Rate PCI-Express® 5GT/s x8lane (Gen.2 or higher)

LAN 10Gbps ,Full Duplex  x 2port
 

Connector
internal PCI-Express® Gen.2(or higher)

x8 lane and x8 sized slot are required
external SFP slot  2 slots

Controller Broadcom® BCM57810
Dimensions 68.9mm(W) 145mm(L)
Weight 90g(attached Full-Height Bracket)
Supply Voltage 3.3V/12V

 

Power Consumption Typical 12W
Max. 21W

Environment Operating Temp. 5-40
Humid. 20-80%

 

 
RH
(non-condensing)Storage Temp. -10-55

Humid. 5-95%

 
Network Cables

 
N8104-7129 SFP+ module (10G-SR) has an optical fiber interface based on IEEE802.3ae
10Gigabit Ethernet® standard. The 10GbE SR standard enables 10GbE and full duplex
transmissions at distances up to 300 meters using standard multi-mode fiber (MMF , 850nm
wave length) cabling.
Supported MMF cable listed below:

 
Connector type : LC

 
core/clad diameter Modal bandwidth Type Cable length

400MHz*km OM-2 2 66 m
 500MHz*km OM-2 2 82 m
 2000MHz*km OM-3 2 300 m

160MHz*km OM-1 2 26 m
 200MHz*km OM-1 2 33 m
OM: Optical Multimode

 
About DA cable (Direct Attach; Twin-Ax).
The following is a list of 3rd party direct cables that have received some testing.

 

- Amphenol 5m 57750JJ03
- Gore 7m SFN8000-7
- Molex
- Molex

1m
3

74752-1101
74752-1301

- Molex 5 74752-1501
- Molex 7 74752-1701
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